It is demonstrated that the temperature inversion in the low solar chromosphere is very unlikely to result from the influence of the photospheric radiation field on the low-density gas Therefore, dissipation of mechanical energy is necessary to produce the rise. Since this effect follows directly from the dominance of the continuum opacity by the H~ ion, the same conclusion follows for all stellar chromospheres where H~ dominates the continuum opacity.
There has been some discussion, in recent years, of the possibility that the departure of the continuum source function from the Planck function in that part of the low solar chromosphere where H~ dominates the continuum opacity will demand a rise in the temperature which, it is claimed by Cayrel (1963) , can occur in radiative equilibrium. If this occurs, it is due to the predominance of the reaction of photo-ionization and radiative recombination,
over the dominant collisional reaction (Pagel 1959; Dalgarno and Browne 1967; Schmeltekopf, Fehsenfeld, and Ferguson 1967) , which is
and is called an associative detachment reaction. I claim that Cayrel's conjecture is incorrect, that our present understanding of physical processes in the low chromosphere demands that the above departures from thermodynamic equilibrium occur in conjunction with departures from radiative equilibrium, and that a fairly clear picture of some of the relevant physical processes emerges. The argument goes as follows: The non-LTE effect Cayrel discusses is the departure of the coefficient ¿> H -from unity, corresponding to the overpopulation of the H" ion relative to the LTE value. However, this departure from unity, in an atmosphere where the H" ion is the dominant source of continuum opacity, can occur only if there is a net flux of mechanical energy into the atmosphere. For an atmosphere in a statistically steady state, this demands a departure from radiative equilibrium.
To demonstrate this, consider the equations of statistical equilibrium and energy balance for this problem. These can be written in the forms for the statistical equilibrium of the bound level in the H _ ion, and
for the equation of energy balance, with the usual notation, which appears in Chapter 6 of Thomas and Athay (1961) . The crucial assumption underlying equations (3) and (4) is This assumption is justified for several low chromospheric models by Jordan (1968) , where the arguments are analogous to those which Thomas used for the photosphere in the above reference. The brackets mean that the enclosed quantities are suitably averaged over energies from (hvo) to <». Cayrel proceeded by taking the forms of equations (3) and (4) which are obtained by equating the left members of both to zero. This corresponds to radiative equilibrium, as equation (4) shows. He then solved the resulting equations for Z>h-and the temperature in the chromosphere corresponding to a suitable dilution factor for the photospheric background radiation field. The bn-enters the equations through using bn-= after which nn~ cancels out of both of the equations he used. His procedure yields bn-> 1(~1.3).
The trouble with CayrePs analysis appears when one considers the complete form for the relevant equations (3) and (4). We see that, for bn~ > 1, it will be a matter of coinequations equal zero. However, Frisch (1966) concluded that bn 2 = 1 for the low chromospheric region under discussion. When bn 2 = 1, the only time CayrePs form of equations (3) and (4) could be used would be when bn-= 1. Since this contradicts his result that bn-> 1? I conclude that his analysis is definitely invalid if bn 2 = 1, as Frisch claims, and probably invalid even if Frisch is wrong about the associative detachment reaction. Therefore, I conclude that the temperature rise cannot be produced by non-LTE ionization of H~ in radiative equilibrium.
If we use the symbol M to represent the mechanical energy input in ergs per cubic centimeter per second, we can rewrite the energy equation (4) in the form where bn 2 = 1 has been assumed. It follows directly from equation (6) that M increases as Z>h-increases, where bn-^ 1. So in that part of the chromosphere where H~ dominates the continuum opacity, the non-LTE effect corresponding to a departure of bn-from unity goes hand in hand with the mechanical heating.
We must continue to seek mechanical sources of energy in an effort to explain the temperature inversion in the low chromosphere. Since the argument presented here depends on the dominance of the continuum opacity by the H" ion, the conclusions apply to all stars for which this condition applies, namely, to the G, K, and late F spectral types.
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